
ESD work coat Pro Line, 146 g/m², light blue, XXL

With the ESD work coat Pro Line in light blue from SafeGuard, you get a top product that
sets the highest standards in terms of quality and functionality. The 3/4 garment length
ensures optimum protection, while the conductive yarn in a 4x4 mm grid guarantees a
typical point-to-point resistance of Rp-p = 10⁵ -10⁷ Ohm. These technical details make the
ESD gown an indispensable companion for anyone working in electronics production.
The unisex version of the ESD gown guarantees a perfect fit for both men and women.
Practical details such as the 2 side pockets, the press studs on the sleeves and the row of
buttons with fabric cover are evidence of a well thought-out design. The lapel collar and
concealed button placket also give the ESD coat a professional look.
Made from 63% PES, 33% cotton and 4% carbonized yarn, the work coat is not only
extremely comfortable to wear, but also meets all ESD safety requirements. With the ESD
logo on the breast pocket and ESD certification, this ESD smock is the perfect choice for
anyone who values the highest quality and safety.
Get the ESD work coat Pro Line from SafeGuard now and set an example for professional
workwear in the electronics industry. Protect yourself and your work with this first-class
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product - convincing and safe in every respect.
• 3/4 length of clothing
• Conductive yarn 4x4 mm pitch
• Typical point-to-point resistance Rp-p = 10⁵ -10⁷ Ohm
• Unisex design

item number WL41027

model SG-AM-HB-146-L-Pro Line

model line Pro Line

manufacturer SAFEGUARD

manufacturer item number SG-AM-HB-146-L-PRO LINE-XXL

length with packaging 360 mm

width with packaging 300 mm

height with packaging 20 mm

order unit 1 piece

content unit 1 piece

Colour blue

product series Safeguard Pro Line

gender unisex

Typical surface resistance (Rpp) 10⁵ Ohm – 10⁷ Ohm

basic colour clothing light blue

size XXL

sleeve's length long sleeves

features clothing 2 side pockets, snap fasteners on the sleeves, ESD
logo on breast pocket, button border covered with
fabric, lapel collar, concealed button border

material composition 63% PES, 33% cotton, 4% carbonized yarn

fastener Push button border

basis weight 146 g/m²

ESD certification acc. to IEC 61340-5-1:2016 yes

ESD safe yes

Other versions
item number size
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WL41020 3XS

WL41021 XXS

WL41022 XS

WL41023 S

WL41024 M

WL41025 L

WL41026 XL

WL41027 XXL

WL41028 3XL

WL41029 4XL

WL41030 5XL
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